STEVAL-IHM033V1

Control stage based on the STM32F100CB microcontroller for motor control with serial communication user interface

Features

■ Compact size
■ Based on STMicroelectronics ARM™ Cortex-M3 core-based STM32F100CB microcontroller
■ Connector for interfacing with any STMicroelectronics demonstration powerboard equipped with an MC connector (such as the STEVAL-IHM032V1) with alternate functions (current reference, current limitation/regulation, method selection, current boost)
■ Compatible with sinusoidal and trapezoidal control
■ Insulated USART communication interface
■ Non-insulated UUSCI interface (see STEVAL-PCC009V4)
■ External oscillator
■ Reset button
■ SWD for programming/debugging
■ DAC outputs test points

Description

The STEVAL-IHM033V1 is a control stage demonstration board based on the STM32F100CB microcontroller. The board has been designed as an evaluation environment for motor control.

The demonstration board can be used together with the STM32 PMSM single/dual FOC SDK v3.0 and an STMicroelectronics demonstration powerboard equipped with an MC connector (such as the STEVAL-IHM032V1) for a complete motor control evaluation and development platform.
1 Schematics

Figure 1. Connectors
Figure 2. Microcontroller

STMicroelectronics and/or its licensors do not warrant the accuracy or completeness of this specification or any information contained therein. STMicroelectronics and/or its licensors do not warrant that this design will meet the specification, will be suitable for your application or fit for a particular purpose. STMicroelectronics reserve the right to make changes or improvements without further notice. Whether or not STMicroelectronics has issued this specification will not modify its obligations to you under the applicable license terms. It is your responsibility to ensure that this design is production-worthy. You should completely validate and test your design implementation to confirm the system functionality for your application before implementing it in your equipment.
Figure 3. Communication interface
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